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High Definition Mapping Using LiDAR Traced Trajectories
STEFFEN BUSCH1, JANNIK QUEHL2 & CLAUS BRENNER1
Abstract: In this paper, we automatically reconstruct a high definition (HD), lane accurate
model through trajectory analysis. The fundamental idea behind our approach is that in the
future, many, if not all, of the vehicles will carry sensors, which can be used to keep HD
maps up to date. In order to explore this idea, we used a static 3D laser scanner placed at an
intersection. In the continuously generated scans, we tracked objects and obtained their trajectories. From these, a map was derived based on trajectory clustering and least squares
adjustment. We evaluate the results by comparing them to a ground truth map labeled manually from a mobile mapping LiDAR point cloud.

1 Introduction
Today there are more and more use cases for
digital maps. Car navigation systems, land use,
vacation trip planning, market analysis and
many other web-based services are widespread
cases with different requirements with regard to
reliability, precision and accuracy. Especially
autonomous vehicles, virtual reality (VR) and
smart cities will increase the requirement for
future maps dramatically. Maps will become
more detailed to provide features for automatic
localization and behavior recognition. The high
dynamics of the environment makes frequent
map updates necessary. Features may appear,
vanish or change rapidly because of road construction work, accidents, or other unpredictable changes. These changes need to be mapped
as soon as they appear to update the virtual representation of the scene. For some applications,
like VR or augmented reality for decision making support, there are only moderate require- Fig. 1:
ments with respect to the accuracy and timeliness of the contained information. However, for
others, like autonomous vehicles, the map must
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be an accurate, up-to-date representation of the environment, which is constantly compared to
the perception of the “smart machines” which use it.
We propose to generate and maintain a representation of the environment in the form of a dynamic high definition map, in a crowd sensing manner through sensor information gathered by
the daily traffic. For our analysis, we use trajectories, because highly automated driving will at
least provide information about the movement of other traffic participants to assist the drivers.
Moreover, trajectories are easily collectable in a crowd-sensing manner from many different
sources. In this approach, we focused on a lane accurate map for autonomous vehicles (Fig. 1).
We present our first experiment to derive lanes with an accuracy of a few centimeters by analyzing vehicle trajectories. Since the acquisition of a large number of vehicle trajectories would require us to fit a fleet of vehicles with very accurate positioning sensors, which is beyond our
scope, we used a 3D laser scanner instead to observe a specific junction. In more detail, we
placed a Velodyne HDL-64 S2 3D laser scanner at a complex junction to track vehicles with a
scan frame frequency of 10 Hz. We focused on trajectory analysis because trajectories provide
more detailed and dynamic information about the actual traffic behavior than static infrastructure. The resulting trajectories were clustered in order to find the lanes. The lanes were then approximated using a cubic polynomial, fitted by least squares adjustment. We accomplished the
geo-referencing by aligning poles, automatically detected in the laser scans, to a reference pole
map obtained using a total station. The geo-referenced HD map was evaluated against a manually generated lane model, based on Riegl VMX-250 mobile mapping system measurements.
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we give an overview over actual mapping procedures and trajectory based road network construction in detail. In section 3, we will present our
approach: firstly, we present our pole geo-referencing procedure. Secondly, we will introduce
our clustering and lane alignment procedure. In section 4, we present our dataset. Section 5 evaluates our result by comparing the lane model to a manually generated model. Finally, we will
discuss our results and give an outlook in section 6.

2 Related Work
This section gives an overview over the state of the art of mapping approaches. The approaches
are divided into mobile mapping (MM) and remote sensing (RS), which are considered to be
associated with a relatively large acquisition cost, versus crowd sensing, which is considered to
be a low cost technique. The overview illustrates the need for crowd sensing to achieve high frequent map updates and define the accuracy for high definition maps. The section concludes with
the overview of crowd sensed trajectory analysis approaches.
There are plenty of different mapping approaches for different kinds of maps. We focus on the
state of the art mapping procedures for commercial navigation systems. Today, most maps are
acquired using measurement campaigns, where mobile mapping systems or airplanes gather the
required data (TOTH & JÓŹKÓW 2016). Thus, the spectrum of data useful for road network reconstruction reaches from aerial imagery, via ego camera images, to high-resolution LiDAR point
clouds. On the one hand, RS is more complex but also more efficient for measuring large areas
in contrast to the high effort for frequent, area-wide measurements via a fleet of mobile mapping
systems. On the other hand, even if UAV holds the key to simplify RS (NEITZEL & KLONOWSKI
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2011; TOTH & JÓŹKÓW 2016), mobile mapping vehicles generate much more detailed information. MM reaches a resolution down to a few millimeters (PUENTE et al. 2013; GUAN et al.
2016) in contrast to meter or decimeter resolution (TOTH & JÓŹKÓW 2016) for airborne measurements. With respect to geo-referencing, all mobile mapping systems depend on their localization accuracy. Geo-referencing is distinguishable into direct (GNSS/IMU based), indirect (control point based) and a combination – the integrated sensor orientation (ISO) approaches. The
direct approaches vary between 10 and 0.02 meters accuracy, depending on the sensor quality
and correction approach (TOTH & JÓŹKÓW, 2016). Although ISO methods are more robust
against occlusion, we decided to use full indirect geo-referencing in our first experiment by ensuring the visibility of control points from different static measurement positions. The presented
approaches have high data acquisition costs in common and the large amounts of acquired sensor
data still need a large amount of manual work in post processing to transform them into maps
like the widely used Google or Here maps. An alternative is the use of crowd sensing, discussed
in the following.
One of the most famous examples for crowd sensing in the geographic area is Open Street Map
(OSM) (M. HAKLAY & WEBER 2008). The members of the OSM community are both users and
volunteers. GOODCHILD (2007) characterizes the user responsibility for completeness and quality
of geographic information with the term “volunteered geographic information” (VGI). HAKLAY
et al. (2013) analyze the commercial use of crowd sourcing and distinguish between passive and
active community input. OSM uses the active community input by allowing its community
members to change every information, for the price of temporally inconsistent data. In contrast to
OSM, commercial providers usually only use data of their users to take care of the data accuracy
at every moment. However, widely known providers use their community knowledge to benefit
from the self-healing effect of active input. Google produces maps by allowing users to upload
their “expert knowledge”, for example, filling gaps or correcting mapping errors. Some commercial providers use a hybrid approach by checking the active community information for consistence before they integrate the knowledge into their maps. Other companies work with passive
community information to avoid the complex consistency-check of user expert knowledge. They
cherish the users as sensor probes and update their database with traditional tools. We will follow
this approach of passive community information by combining sensor data from different independent poses and by analyzing trajectories, which could easily be collected by the crowd (TANG
et al. 2016).
Trajectory data generated by crowd sensing have been used in the past to create digital navigation maps (ROETH et al. 2017; RUHHAMMER et al. 2017; DURAN et al. 2016). The analysis methods can be broadly classified into three different approaches: intersection linking, incremental
track insertion and point clustering (AHMED et al. 2015). Intersection linking first finds a set of
intersections by analysis of movement characteristics or point density and afterwards connects
these nodes by interpolation. These approaches work best for ‘Manhattan style’ networks. The
incremental track insertion tries to match tracks successively to a map, starting with the first
track and an empty map. The map becomes more detailed by adding nodes and edges based on
the tracks. The point clustering approaches can be distinguished into kernel density and intersection clustering based approaches. Much research was done in the field of network graph generation, whereas relatively few approaches address the generation of highly detailed information,
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e. g. about the lane curvature, width or stop line position. Autonomous vehicles and even advanced driver assistance systems rely on highly detailed map information. BENDER et al. (2014)
introduce so-called lanelets as map representation for autonomous vehicles. All three approaches, intersection linking, incremental track insertion and point clustering, have the potential to
provide high definition maps, if the input data is detailed enough. However, the strict requirements of the navigation data standard (NDS) with respect to accuracy and detail make it necessary to use crowd sensing data; JUNG et al. (2016) use dash cam images for an efficient lane detection. The acquisition of lane-accurate maps from mobile mapping data approaches cannot
satisfy the up-to-date requirement for the NDS, active crowd-sensing with an error of up to 1.5 m
(LANDSIEDEL AND WOLLHERR, 2017) cannot maintain the accuracy to ensure a save navigation
and hybrid solutions are too complex and too expensive for area-wide mapping. Several approaches have been proposed to automatically analyze passive crowd-sensing data, like egocamera images (JUNG et al., 2016; BENDER et al., 2014) and trajectories (ROETH et al., 2017;
RUHHAMMER et al., 2017; DURAN et al.,2016) to generate a high definition lane accurate maps.
In contrast to ROETH et al. (2017) and RUHHAMMER et al. (2017), JUNG et al. (2016) and RABE et
al. (2016) rely on the identification of road markings in sensor data. Nevertheless, the accuracy
of trajectory analysis as well as road marking analysis depend to the quality of geo-referencing,
even if the alignment methods can improve the accuracy. Our approach uses trajectory data from
two different viewpoints, with the advantage that trajectories from one source guarantee a relative precision by LiDAR tracking beyond other geo-referencing tracks (RAZA AND ZHONG 2017;
TREIBER & KESTING 2013; MORDECHAI HAKLAY & WEBER 2008; HU et al. 2017; VIVACQUA et
al. 2017; KNOOP et al. 2017).

3 Our HD Mapping Approach
Our fully automatic trajectory high definition mapping combines 3D laser scanner measurements
from different positions by geo-referencing. Therefore, we track dynamic objects in each scan
and map them to their global position in the UTM coordinate frame. After we cluster the tracks
by DB-SCAN clustering, we generate lanes by least square alignment; see Fig. 2.
3.1 Geo-referencing
We use a map of poles in the city of Hanover (SCHLICHTING & BRENNER 2014) and a coarse localization to restrict the area for an automatic geo-referencing by an iterative closest point (ICP)
algorithm. We determine the position of the poles in the scans by transforming the scan data into
a depth image. Therefore, we define a zero degree azimuthal angle ( ) and sort the measurement
points into a grid with the resolution of approximately 0.17° for the scanner rotation. The vertical
resolution corresponds the 64 vertical rays of the scanner, which is why the resolution of the grid
rows is irregular. Finally, we fill in the distance for each measurement into the grid and analyze
the resulting depth image. The analysis starts with finding depth jumps row-wise to define azimuthal angles of pole candidates. Next, candidates of different rows are connected by region
growing. In the end the candidates are filtered by geometric features; objects wider than 0.5 m
and shorter than 2 m are discarded. The resulting poles are matched to the pole map by using the
ICP algorithm with various initial setups.
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Fig. 2:

Clustering

Lane alignment

Outlier clustering

Splitting

Main steps of our mapping approach

3.2 Tracking
First, we detected objects in the point clouds
from the 3D laser scanner; by removing the
ground plane and clustering the remaining
points. We estimated the plane by using
RANSAC (FISCHLER & BOLLES 1981). The
objects were identified by using an Euclidean
cluster extraction provided by the point cloud
library (RUSU & COUSINS, 2011). The cluster
centers of gravity of the convex hulls determined the position of the object. We generated
the trajectories (see Fig. 3) by using a Unscented Kalman Filter with a CYRA
(HOUENOU et al. 2013; SCHUBERT et al. 2008)
motion model and associated objects of suc- Fig. 3:
cessive time steps with the nearest neighbor
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Trajectories (black) and reference lane
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approach.
3.3 Lane Clustering
We assume that each track represents part of a lane and can be approximated by a Hermite Cubic
Spline (HCS) (CATMULL & ROM, 1974). This assumption allows for an efficient distance metric
and clustering. Our approach uses two successive clustering steps for road segments that differ a
lot in density and frequency, e.g. straight lanes and curves. First, we cluster the clear, less curvy
and frequently used road segments with a cluster distance of 0.3 m. Secondly, we cluster the outlier trajectories, which do not fit the previously generated lane model with a cluster distance of
0.5 m (see Fig. 2Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden., outlier clustering).
We calculate the cluster distance for the DB-SCAN clustering by transforming each trajectory
from the world frame into a HCS frame by translating the origin into the middle of the trajectory
and rotate the axis by the angle of a vector v. This vector v is calculated by the difference between the end and start point of the trajectory. This transformation is used to transform the start
and end points as well as their gradient of trajectories to determine the HCSs. The cluster distance is calculated from 5 points from one HCS by transforming the world coordinates into the
frame of the other HCS replacing the y coordinate by its function value and transforming the
point back into the world to calculate the Euclidean distance. In case one point is outside the definition area of the HCS we extrapolate in a linear manner to calculate the new y value.
3.4 Lane Alignment
The lane segment geometry is estimated using a cubic polynomial by a least squares adjustment.
First, the start and end point for the trajectory cluster are determined by analyzing the cluster
direction via principal component analysis of all trajectory points. Secondly, the temporary direction vector is used to define the first start and last end point. Finally, these start and end points
define vector v (1), which determines the trajectory cluster center o (2).
(1)
2

(2)

With v, u (3) and o each trajectory point of one cluster is transformed into the local (“polynomial”) frame by (4).
,

‖
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‖
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‖

‖

The least squares adjustment (5) estimates the lane polynomial for a cluster.
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Clustering errors are detected by filtering each aligned lane segment with an RMSE () above
0.5 m.
/

(6)

The clustered trajectory points of incorrect lane segments are split into points below and above
or points left and right. Thus, four lanes are aligned by allocating each point to two of the four
sets left, right, above and below if the x value belongs to the first or second part or the y value is
above or below the function value. The pair (left/right or above/below) with the lower RMSE is
replacing the splitting segment. Fig. 2, splitting, illustrates the splitting step for one of the clusters. This procedure is repeated until no more cluster error is detected. Our splitting procedure
can generate some duplicates of the same lane segments in some cases, for example, if more than
one split is required to distinguish neighboring lanes. Thus, four segments describe two real
world lanes. All generated duplicates are identified by an overlap of over 50% and direction difference below 20° and get merged by estimating the merged lane through the union of the pseudo
lane trajectory points. Next, we assume a general lane width of 3 m and look for outlier trajectories from our preliminary road lane model. Therefore, we split each trajectory and the entrance
and leaving points of our lanes and filter the trajectory snippets outside our model, see Fig. 4,
outlier clustering.

Outlier trajectories
Fig. 4:

Outlier cluster

Outlier lane segments

Outlier trajectory clustering

Fig. 4 shows the outlier trajectory clustering with less strictly set cluster parameters, cluster distance of 0.5 m in contrast to 0.3 m and the corresponding aligned lane segments. Finally, our
lane accurate HD-Map is generated by merging both sets of lane segments and removing the
overlapping segments.
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4 Experiment
We used a total station, a mobile mapping system (Riegl VMX-250), and a 3D laser scanner
(Velodyne HDL-64 S2) to map a complex junction, Königsworther Platz in Hannover. First, we
measured poles around the area of the Königsworther Platz to generate a map of poles for the
geo referencing procedure (BRENNER & HOFMANN, 2012). Secondly, we did several mobile
mapping measurements from different directions along the junction. Finally, we recorded the
traffic at the junction for two hours with the 3D laser scanner; see Fig. 5. We used two different
positions for the measurements to generate trajectories that are more comprehensive and in order
to evaluate our automatic geo-referencing approach. Thus, we generated 72000 (36000 per scan
pose) point clouds and 4621 trajectories with a length of more than 10 m.

Fig. 5:

Velodyne data

Fig. 6:

Reference data lane borders (red lines),
middle axis (green lines) and poles (red
points)

4.1 Static reference data
Fig. 6 shows the 91 poles (red dots) which were measured by a total station with an accuracy
better than 10 cm (BRENNER & HOFMANN 2012). Several mobile measurement drives were used
to generate a highly detailed point cloud with 165.6 million points. We picked 1956 points from
this point cloud at lane marking and curbs to estimate 35 lane segments with their borderlines
(red) and middle axes (green). In the two cases where one lane border was not clearly defined by
markings or curbs, we interpolated the lane border with a width of 3 m. Afterwards, we calculated the middle axis of each lane segment to evaluate our automatically detected middle axis.
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5 Evaluation
First, we evaluated the geo-referencing of the scanner positions by calculating the root mean
square error between the automatically detected poles and the manually measured poles. Secondly, we calculated the error between the automatically detected and the manually determined lane
middle axis.
5.1 Geo-referencing
Fig. 7 shows the scanner positions (red stars)
which were generated by calculating the transformation of the 21 automatically detected pole
positions (blue circles) to the 91 manually
measured pole positions (white circles). The
RMSE errors for positions are 0.05 m and
0.07 m.

Fig. 8:

Count of lane segment points

Count of reference points

5.2 Map
We evaluated the quality of our lane accurate
map by comparing the lane middle axis based
on the manually detected points (mp) at lane
markings and curbs to the automatically detected middle axis grid in 10 cm steps. Fig. 8 Fig. 7: Geo-referencing, manually measured
shows the histogram of the distance for each
poles (white circle), automatically detected poles (blue circle) and scanner posimanually detected point to the nearest automattion (red stars). Ortho image: (HANNOVER
ically detected lane (left) and the distance for
2017)
the automatically detected middle axis point to
the nearest manually detected middle axis lane (right). The large distances reflect the challenge
of defining the center of vehicles tracked by a laser scanner. Depending on scanning a vehicle
frontally or from the side, the center varies up to half the vehicle width. Fig. 9 shows that the
biggest error occurs at the border of the evaluation or tracking area and at areas with missing
tracks and additional tracks from pedestrians and cyclists. Moreover, the direct alignment of the

Histograms of distance between reference lanes and automated lanes distance for each
reference point (left) and distances for the automated lane segments (right).
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middle axis based on trajectories could not compensate for common driving maneuvers illustrated in the center of the junction; during a turn, vehicles do not drive in the middle of the lane. The
histogram (Fig. 8) shows that more than 500 m middle axis were automatically detected in the
global UTM coordinate frame with less than 20 cm error.

Fig. 9:

Heat map of error for reference points (left) and lane segments (right), clamped in the interval 0
to 3 m

6 Discussion and Outlook
We discussed the quality of the result, the problems with mapping the middle axis of lanes by 3D
laser scanner measurements and detection problems. We end with an outlook of the problems we
addressed and the way we plan to improve our HD-Mapping by analyzing trajectory data.
6.1 Discussion
The problem of missing tracks could be solved by more reliable detections and a more comprehensive measurement via crowd sensing. The mix of vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists participating in the traffic could be distinguished by a classification of detections or other filter solutions.
The exact middle positions of detected vehicles could be determined by aligning all point clouds
for each detected track and estimating an active shape model to this data (COENEN et al. 2017).
Middle axis differences because of driving behaviors could be addressed by generating a more
model-based view of a junction. The high accuracy of below 20 cm for 34% percent of our
aligned lane segments, ignoring wrong assignments (error > 3 m), shows the potential to generate
lane accurate models from trajectories of crowd sensed data like laser scanner measurements.
6.2 Outlook
We plan to complete missing tracks and distinguish traffic participants by improving our detection procedure with pixel segmentation at the depth images by a neuronal network. Thus, we will
improve the quantity and accuracy of the trajectories. Furthermore, we will solve the problem of
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varying driver behavior and uncertainties by estimating more general junction models using a
Markov Chain Monte Carlo optimization. Finally, we will use several vehicles equipped with
Velodyne laser scanners to evaluate our approaches in larger inner city areas.

Fig. 10: Comparison of manually labeled (white) and automatic detected (blue) lane axes. Ortho image:
(HANNOVER 2017)
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